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Abstract
We study the nonlinear evolution of density perturbations in cosmologies where the late-time accelerated expan-
sion is driven by a quintessence field with vanishing speed of sound. For these models matter and quintessence
perturbations are comoving and it is possible to write a single continuity equation for the total density fluctua-
tions given by a weighted sum of the two components. Including the Euler equation for the common velocity field
we solve the evolution equations for the nonlinear, total density power spectrum in the Time-Renormalization
Group approach. In fact any cosmological observable is directly related by gravity only to the total den-
sity perturbations, with the two components being individually unobservable. We show that the clustering of
quintessence perturbations induces small corrections with respect to the nonlinear evolution of power spectrum
in smooth quintessence models described by the same equation of state. Such small corrections, however, con-
trast with the large effect of a vanishing speed of sound on the linear growth function at low redshift. For
this reason, models with the same normalization of the linear density power spectrum can present significantly
different nonlinear corrections depending on the value of the sound speed. Although such differences vanish in
the w → −1, ΛCDM limit, we argue that the relation between linear and nonlinear growth of structures should
be properly taken into account in constraining models with inhomogeneous dark energy.
1 Introduction
The nature of dark energy, i.e. the source of the current accelerated expansion of the Universe, is one of
the deepest mysteries in contemporary cosmology. Although the simplest explanation is the presence of an
(unnaturally) tiny cosmological constant, it is important to explore other scenarios both from the point of view
of fundamental theory as well as from a phenomenological perspective.
The simplest model of dynamical dark energy is provided by a canonical single scalar field, minimally coupled
to gravity, or quintessence (Ferreira & Joyce, 1997; Wang & Steinhardt, 1998; Zlatev et al., 1999). In general,
however, Lagrangians with non-canonical kinetic terms lead as well to viable models (Armendariz-Picon et al.,
2000). In the absence of a compelling theory, Creminelli et al. (2009) recently developed an effective theory for
the perturbations in generic quintessence models1. On cosmological scales, the relevant parameter space is two-
dimensional, consisting of the equation of state parameter w = p/ρ and of the speed of sound of perturbations,
c2s = δp/δρ where p and ρ are, respectively, the pressure and the density in the velocity orthogonal gauge.
Canonical scalar fields have perturbations with cs = 1, so they will not cluster appreciably on sub-horizon
scales and their only observationally relevant effect is the modification of the expansion history and of the linear
growth factor of dark matter perturbations.
On the other hand, the opposite case of a very small, i.e. negligible, speed of sound is also very interesting.
From a theoretical point of view, it is “technically natural”, since it can be thought of as a deformation of the
Ghost Condensate theory (Arkani-Hamed et al., 2004), in which limit one recovers an exact shift symmetry.
Moreover, if the background has w < −1, the only way of having a stable theory, free of ghosts and gradient
instabilities, is to require a tiny speed of sound |cs| . 10−15 (Creminelli et al., 2009). In this work we will focus
∗email: gda2@nyu.edu
†email: emiliano.sefusatti@cea.fr
1Usually this name is reserved for theories of canonical scalar fields with a potential, but we will call quintessence a
generic scalar field minimally coupled to gravity.
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on models characterized by a vanishing speed of sound: from an observational point of view, models of clustering
quintessence have an important effect on structure formation, since perturbations now actively participate in
the gravitational collapse and virialization of structures at low redshift, along with dark matter (Creminelli
et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2010).
Most of recent investigations on the observational effects of a clustering quintessence focused so far on the
linear regime (DeDeo et al., 2003; Weller & Lewis, 2003; Hu & Scranton, 2004; Bean & Dore´, 2004; Hannestad,
2005; Corasaniti et al., 2005; Takada, 2006; Torres-Rodr´ıguez & Cress, 2007; Sapone & Kunz, 2009; Sapone et al.,
2010). At the linear level, however, it is difficult to distinguish peculiar effects due to dark energy perturbations
from the effects due to the background energy density and expansion history. In fact, it is reasonable to
expect that the assumption of an inhomogeneous dark energy component might have specific consequences on
the nonlinear evolution of structures, both at small scales, in terms of the gravitational collapse of virialized
objects, as well as at larger scales, in terms of corrections to the linear solutions of large-scale structure correlation
functions in the mildly nonlinear regime.
Analytical investigations on the effects of dark energy on the nonlinear evolution of structures are, at this
stage, particularly relevant. In the first place, the implementation of numerical simulations for some quintessence
models is particularly challenging and necessarily involves approximations. The comparison with theoretical
predictions can therefore provide an essential test. In addition, for some specific models, as for instance the
one considered here, numerical results are not yet available. In the second place, future large-scale structure
observations will provide large data-sets with significant information in the mildly nonlinear regime: restricting
our analysis to “linear scales” will severely limit their scientific exploitation, particularly in the case of weak
lensing observations.
For a clustering quintessence, a first step in the prediction of nonlinear effects has been taken in Creminelli
et al. (2010), focusing on the extension of spherical collapse model. In the limit of zero speed of sound, pressure
gradients are negligible and dark energy perturbations are comoving with the dark matter, so that the spherical
halo behaves like a closed FRW universe, allowing for an exact solution. They found small modifications to the
critical threshold of collapse and to the dark matter mass function. However, larger effects are expected on the
total mass function, that is including the quintessence perturbation component to the virialized halos. Indeed,
the relative quintessence contribution to the total halo mass is proportional to the ratio between quintessence
and dark matter energy densities, i.e. ∼ (1 +w) ΩQ/Ωm and it is therefore particularly relevant at low redshift.
Following instead a perturbative approach to the study of density correlators in the mildly nonlinear regime,
Sefusatti & Vernizzi (2011) recognized that the relevant quantity for gravitational evolution is the total density
contrast, defined as a weighted sum of dark matter and dark energy overdensities. Indeed, any measurable
cosmological quantity is related gravitationally to the total density fluctuations with no possibility to distinguish
in large-scale structure observations between the two components. This work shows that it is possible to write
down a closed set of fluid equations for the total density and for the common velocity which take the form
of the standard Eulerian equations for the dark matter, with a simple correction to the linear term in the
velocity divergence of the continuity equation given by the time-dependent factor C = 1 + (1 +w)ΩQ/Ωm. The
equations of motions are solved at second order in standard Eulerian Perturbation Theory (EPT, see Bernardeau
et al., 2002, for a review). The second order solution allows to derive the tree-level expression for the density
bispectrum, but third order solutions are required to compute the next-to-leading order (one-loop) correction
to the power spectrum.
Other, more accurate, methods, along with standard EPT, have been proposed in recent years to predict the
nonlinear matter power spectrum as well as higher-order correlation functions. As a theoretical motivation, on
small scales the EPT perturbative expansion for density correlators is not well defined, because it presents large
cancellations between contributions of the same order. However, it has been shown that classes of higher-order
corrections can be resummed, leading to a well-established perturbative scheme known, in its first formulation, as
Renormalized Perturbation Theory (RPT, Crocce & Scoccimarro, 2006a,b, 2008; Bernardeau et al., 2008, 2010).
Complementary methods are given by the Renormalization Group approach (RG, Matarrese & Pietroni, 2007,
2008), the path-integral formalism of Valageas (2007), closure theory (Taruya & Hiramatsu, 2008), Lagrangian
resummation (Matsubara, 2008c,b,a, 2011), and the Time-RG approach (Time-RG, Pietroni, 2008; Lesgourgues
et al., 2009; Bartolo et al., 2010).
In this paper, we will apply the Time-RG method to the equations of motion for the total density pertur-
bations derived in Sefusatti & Vernizzi (2011). Since this approach is based on differential equations in time
for the matter power spectrum and bispectrum directly derived from the equations of motion of the matter and
velocity field, it is particularly straightforward to adapt it to the evolution of the total density fluctuations in a
model where the quintessence field has a vanishing speed of sound. In this case, in fact, the only modification
to the equations of motion amounts to an extra time-dependent factor in the continuity equation.
We will compare the nonlinear corrections to the total density power spectrum for clustering quintessence
with the matter density power spectrum for ΛCDM and smooth quintessence models. We will focus in particular
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on the relative nonlinear corrections, that is the ratio between nonlinear and linear power spectrum, showing
that the effect of a vanishing speed of sound is relatively small. However, and precisely for this reason, since at
low redshift the effect on the linear growth factor of quintessence perturbations is instead particularly relevant,
we will point out that the typical relation between the amplitude of linear fluctuation and the corresponding
nonlinear correction, exploited by fitting formulas like halofit (Smith et al., 2003), is not respected in the
clustering quintessence model. For instance, for models with w > −1, the nonlinear corrections at redshift
zero will be significantly smaller than those na¨ıvely expected from the corresponding linear power spectrum.
This fact can have interesting consequences for detectability of quintessence perturbations, particularly in weak
lensing observations, that will be explored in future works.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we write down the equations of motion and discuss their
linear solution. In Section 3 we describe the time-RG approach and the non-linear evolution of the power
spectrum. Our results are presented in Section 4, while Section 5 is devoted to our conclusions and future
prospects. In an appendix we briefly discuss the accuracy and validity of the Time-RG method.
2 Equations of motion and linear solutions
We will consider the case of a two-fluid system coupled gravitationally, following the description given by
Sefusatti & Vernizzi (2011) and adopting their notation. The quintessence component is described by a constant
equation of state, w = p¯Q/ρ¯Q and vanishing speed of sound, cs = 0. Under these assumptions, the matter and
quintessence perturbations are comoving and therefore share the same velocity field. The relevant degrees of
freedom are the matter and quintessence density contrasts, respectively δm and δQ, and their common velocity
~v. The equations of motion are given by two continuity equations corresponding to the two components,
∂δm
∂τ
+ ~∇ · [(1 + δm)~v] = 0 , (1)
∂δQ
∂τ
− 3wHδQ + ~∇ ·
[
(1 + w + δQ)~v
]
= 0 , (2)
and one Euler equation,
∂~v
∂τ
+H~v + (~v · ~∇)~v = −~∇Φ , (3)
where τ is the conformal time and H = d ln a/dτ . In addition, we consider the Poisson equation relating the
energy density to the gravitational potential Φ,
∇2Φ = 3
2
H2 Ωm
(
δm + δQ
ΩQ
Ωm
)
, (4)
where the relative mean densities of both matter and quintessence are given by Ωα = Ωα(τ) ≡ ρ¯α/(ρ¯m + ρ¯Q)
with α = m, Q. As customary, we define the velocity divergence θ ≡ ~∇ · ~v, fully describing the peculiar
velocity ~v up to shell crossing (Bernardeau et al., 2002). In Fourier space, assuming the notations qi ≡ |~qi| and
~qij ≡ ~qi + ~qj , the continuity equations become
∂δm,~k
∂τ
+ θ~k = −
∫
d3q1d
3q2 δD(~k − ~q12)α(~q1, ~q2) θ~q1δm,~q2 , (5)
∂δQ,~k
∂τ
− 3wHδQ,~k + (1 + w)θ~k = −
∫
d3q1d
3q2 δD(~k − ~q12)α(~q1, ~q2) θ~q1δQ,~q2 , (6)
with
α(~q1, ~q2) ≡ 1 + ~q1 · ~q2
q21
. (7)
The Poisson equation can be used to replace the gravitational potential in the Euler equation to obtain for the
latter, in Fourier space
∂θ~k
∂τ
+H θ~k +
3
2
ΩmH2
(
δm,~k + δQ,~k
ΩQ
Ωm
)
= −
∫
d3q1d
3q2 δD(~k − ~q12)β(~q1, ~q2) θ~q1 θ~q2 , (8)
with
β(~q1, ~q2) ≡ q
2
12 ~q1 · ~q2
2 q21 q
2
2
. (9)
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Figure 1: Left panel: The function C(z), eq. (12), as a function of redshift for w = −1.2 (blue, dot-dashed curves),
w = −1.1 (blue, long-dashed curves), w = −1 (ΛCDM, black, continuous curves), w = −0.9 (red, short-dashed curves)
and w = −0.8 (red, dotted curves). The vertical line indicates the redshift of equality between matter and quintessence
for a ΛCDM cosmology, i.e. zeq = 0.37 for the assumed Ωm,0 = 0.279. Right panel: ratio of linear growth factor D
to the same quantity in the ΛCDM model as a function of redshift, assuming w = −1.1 (blue, long-dashed curves) and
w = −0.9 (red, short-dashed curves), with thick and thin curves corresponding respectively to the clustering and smooth
cases. The two panels reproduce Fig. 1 and the bottom left panel of Fig. 2 of Sefusatti & Vernizzi (2011).
As pointed out by Sefusatti & Vernizzi (2011), it is convenient to combine matter and quintessence perturbations
into a total density contrast defined as
δ ≡ δρ
ρ¯m
= δm + δQ
ΩQ
Ωm
, (10)
which is bounded from below as δ > −1 − ΩQ/Ωm, instead of the usual δ > −1. In fact, any clustering
observable is affected only by the gravitational effects of the total energy density, while the individual matter
and quintessence components are not—even indirectly—accessible by observations. The gravitational potential,
responsible for both weak lensing effects and galaxy clustering is given, in terms of the total density perturbations
δ, by
∇2Φ = 4piGa2ρ¯m δ . (11)
For this reason, we will focus in this work on the nonlinear evolution of the total density perturbations defined by
eq. (10). Clearly, other definitions of such quantity, differing by an overall time-dependent factor, are possible.
This definition has the advantage of recovering standard expressions when quintessence perturbations are not
present. Introducing the quantity
C(τ) ≡ 1 + (1 + w) ΩQ(τ)
Ωm(τ)
, (12)
we can rewrite the equations of motion for the total density contrast δ and the velocity divergence θ as
∂δ~k
∂τ
+ Cθ~k = −
∫
d3q1d
3q2 δD(~k − ~q12)α(~q1, ~q2)θ~q1δ~q2 , (13)
∂θ~k
∂τ
+Hθ~k +
3
2
ΩmH2δ~k = −
∫
d3q1d
3q2 δD(~k − ~q12)β(~q1, ~q2)θ~q1θ~q2 . (14)
Notice that setting C = 1 reduces the system to the usual smooth quintessence scenario with δ = δm. On the
other hand, the effect of quintessence perturbations is expected to be relevant at late times and for significant
departures from w = −1, with a sign depending on the sign of 1 + w (Weller & Lewis, 2003; Creminelli et al.,
2009).
Since the function C(z) is uniquely responsible for the correction to the equations of motion induced by
the clustering of quintessence, and therefore particularly relevant to our problem, we plot it as a function of
redshift for a few values of the equation of state w in the left panel of Fig. 1, reproducing Fig. 1 in Sefusatti &
Vernizzi (2011). In particular we consider the following values and corresponding graphic notations, assumed
throughout the paper, for the quintessence equation of state: w = −1.2 (blue, dot-dashed curves), w = −1.1
(blue, long-dashed curves), w = −1 (ΛCDM, black, continuous curves), w = −0.9 (red, short-dashed curves)
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and w = −0.8 (red, dotted curves). In addition, when needed, thin lines indicate smooth quintessence results
as opposed to thick lines corresponding to the clustering case. Here and in the rest of the paper we assume
a flat Universe with Ωm,0 = 0.279, “0” denoting quantities at z = 0. In the ΛCDM scenario, this implies a
redshift of equality between matter and cosmological constant components equal to zeq ' 0.37, shown by the
vertical line in Fig. 1. For all results involving the initial power spectrum in the next sections we further assume
Ωb = 0.046, h = 0.7, ns = 0.96 and σ8 = 0.8 for the ΛCDM case. We fixed the normalization of the primordial
power spectrum to be the same for all models, so that the actual value of σ8 for models different from ΛCDM
in fact depends on the value of the linear growth factor at redshift zero.
The linear solutions to the equations of motion of matter and quintessence perturbations and their obser-
vational consequences have been studied in several works (DeDeo et al., 2003; Weller & Lewis, 2003; Bean &
Dore´, 2004; Hu & Scranton, 2004; Corasaniti et al., 2005; Hannestad, 2005; Takada, 2006; Torres-Rodr´ıguez &
Cress, 2007; Sapone & Kunz, 2009; Sapone et al., 2010). In particular, Sefusatti & Vernizzi (2011) find, for
the total overdensity δ, an integral solution to the linear growth factor D(z) completely analogous to the one
obtained in ΛCDM cosmologies (but absent in smooth quintessence scenarios), given by
D(a) =
5
2
H20 Ωm,0H(a)
∫ a
0
C(a˜)
[a˜ H(a˜)]3
d a˜ . (15)
The corresponding linear growth factor for matter perturbations alone is given by
Dm(a) =
∫ a
0
[
5
2
− 3
2
D(a˜)
a˜
]
Ωm(a˜) d a˜ , (16)
but we will not consider the evolution of matter perturbations alone when quintessence perturbations are present,
focusing instead on the total density fluctuations throughout the paper.
In order to make this work as much self-contained as possible and to help in the interpretations of our results
in section 4, we show, in the right panel of Fig. 1, the ratio of linear growth factor D to the same quantity in
the ΛCDM model as a function of redshift, assuming w = −1.1 (blue, long-dashed curves) and w = −0.9 (red,
short-dashed curves), with thick and thin curves corresponding respectively to the clustering and smooth cases.
It is crucial to remark that while the high-redshift behavior is similar and asymptotically equal in the cs = 0
as in the cs = 1 scenarios, the growth of quintessence perturbations strongly affects the low-z behavior leading
to a turn-around and larger or smaller values for the growth factor w.r.t. ΛCDM, corresponding, respectively
to w = −0.9 or w = −1.1. For a detailed discussion of the phenomenology of the linear growth of total density
fluctuations see Sefusatti & Vernizzi (2011).
3 Non-linear evolution and the Time-RG approach
In this section we study the nonlinear evolution of the total density perturbations in terms of the nonlinear
corrections to the total density power spectrum. In this respect, as we will see, the Time-Renormalization
Group approach of Pietroni (2008) is particularly apt at extending the linear theory predictions, due to the
specific form of the correction induced by clustering quintessence on the equations of motion.
We use, as time variable, η ≡ lnD with D corresponding to the growing mode, and rescale the velocity
divergence θ in the following way:
Θ ≡ − CHf θ , (17)
where f ≡ d lnD/d ln a is the linear growth rate. The linear solutions for the density and velocity are then
given by
Θlin~k (η) = δ
lin
~k
(η) = D(η)δin~k , (18)
δin~k corresponding to the initial conditions. In the new variables, the equations of motion become
∂δ~k
∂η
−Θ~k =
∫
d3q1d
3q2 δD(~k − ~q12) α(~q1, ~q2)
C
Θ~q1δ~q2 , (19)
∂Θ~k
∂η
−Θ~k +
3
2
Ωm C
f2
(Θ~k − δ~k) =
∫
d3q1d
3q2 δD(~k − ~q12) β(~q1, ~q2)
C
Θ~q1Θ~q2 . (20)
Again, the only difference with the standard equations of motions for matter perturbations in the ΛCDM or
smooth quintessence scenarios is given by the presence of the function C(z), different from unity at small
redshift.
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Sefusatti & Vernizzi (2011) studied the nonlinear solutions to these equations of motion in the standard
Eulerian Perturbation Theory (EPT) framework, finding the second-order solution for the density and velocity
fields. Such corrections are sufficient to compute the tree-level expression for the total density bispectrum,
but the first nonlinear (one-loop) correction to the power spectrum requires the knowledge of the third order
solution for δ~k and Θ~k.
In this work we will follow, however, a different approach. The idea at the basis of the Time-RG method is to
take ensemble averages of the continuity and Euler equations, obtaining a hierarchy of differential equations in
time for the density and velocity correlation functions (Pietroni, 2008). Because of nonlinearities, the equations
for the n-th order correlation will involve the (n+ 1)-th order one, so one has to truncate the hierarchy at some
order: since we are interested in the non-linear power spectrum, it has been shown that a good approximation
is given by setting the connected 4-point function, or trispectrum, to zero.
It is convenient to rewrite the fluid equations in terms of the doublet (Scoccimarro, 1998)(
φ1,~k(η)
φ2,~k(η)
)
≡ e−η
(
δ~k(η)
Θ~k(η)
)
, (21)
so that eqs. (19)-(20) become
∂ηφa,~k(η) + Ωab(η)φb,~k(η) =
eη
C(η)
γabc(~k;−~q1,−~q2)φb,~q1(η)φc,~q2(η) , (22)
where we have defined the time-dependent, inverse“propagator”
Ωab(η) ≡
(
1 −1
− 32 Ωm Cf2 32 Ωm Cf2
)
, (23)
and the vertex function is given by
γ121(~k; ~q1, ~q2) = γ112(~k; ~q2, ~q1) = δD(~k + ~q12)α(~q1, ~q2)/2 (24)
γ222(~k; ~q1, ~q2) = δD(~k + ~q12)β(~q1, ~q2) , (25)
with all other components being equal to zero.
Following Pietroni (2008), we now consider derivatives of the correlation functions, and using eq. (22) we
find the Time-RG hierarchy
∂η〈φaφb〉 =− Ωac〈φcφb〉 − Ωbc〈φcφa〉+ e
η
C
γacd〈φcφdφb〉+ e
η
C
γbcd〈φcφdφa〉 (26)
∂η〈φaφbφc〉 =− Ωad〈φaφbφc〉 − Ωbd〈φaφdφc〉 − Ωcd〈φaφbφd〉
+
eη
C
γade〈φdφeφbφc〉+ e
η
C
γbde〈φaφdφeφc〉+ e
η
C
γcde〈φaφbφdφe〉 (27)
∂η〈φaφbφcφd〉 = . . . (28)
We truncate the hierarchy setting 〈φaφbφcφd〉c = 0 and, using the definitions of the power spectrum and
bispectrum
〈φa,~kiφb,~kj 〉 = δD(~kij)Pab(ki) , (29)
〈φa,~kiφb,~kjφc,~kl〉 = δD(~kijl)Babc(ki, kj , kl) , (30)
our system of equations can be rewritten as
∂ηPab(k) = −ΩacPcb(k)− ΩbcPac(k) + e
η
C
2pi
k
[Iacd,bcd(k) + Ibcd,acd(k)] (31)
∂ηIacd,bef (k) = −ΩbgIacd,gef (k)− ΩegIacd,bgf (k)− ΩfgIacd,beg(k) + 2e
η
C
Aacd,bef (k) , (32)
where we have introduced, for convenience, the following functions:
Iacd,bef (k) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dq q
∫ q+k
|q−k|
dp p
1
2
[γacd(k, q, p)Bbef (k, q, p) + (q ↔ p)] , (33)
Aacd,bef (k) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dq q
∫ q+k
|q−k|
dp p
1
2
{
γacd(k, q, p)
[
γbgh(k, q, p)Pge(q)Phf (p) + γegh(q, p, k)Pgf (p)Phb(k)
+γfgh(p, k, q)Pgb(k)Phe(q)
]
+ (q ↔ p)
}
. (34)
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Figure 2: Upper panels: nonlinear power spectrum at z = 0 in the ΛCDM cosmology and for w = −0.9 and −1.1 (left)
and w = −0.8 and −1.2 (right). Thick lines correspond to the clustering case while thin lines correspond to the smooth
case. Middle panels: ratios to the ΛCDM nonlinear power spectrum. Lower panels: ratio of the nonlinear to linear
power spectrum in the clustering case divided by the same ratio for the smooth case, illustrating the effect of clustering
quintessence on the nonlinear corrections. The dotted vertical line indicates the value of the wavenumber below which
the TRG prediction is accurate at 1% level in the ΛCDM case, that is k = 0.15hMpc−1.
The derivation is therefore the same as the one of Pietroni (2008) for the standard case of matter perturbations,
with the only difference given by the function C(η) 6= 1 accounting for the total density field.
Having specified the dynamics, we need to set up the initial conditions. We start the numerical evaluations
at the initial redshift zin = 50 and we choose Pab(k, ηin) as the linearly evolved power spectrum, while we set
Babc(k, ηin) = 0 for Gaussian initial conditions.
4 Results
In this section we present our results for the nonlinear power spectrum of the total density perturbations, both
in smooth and clustering quintessence cosmologies, computed in the TRG approach.
As previously mentioned, all our predictions assume the same initial power spectrum, so that the evolved
results will differ both in the linear and nonlinear regimes. Fig. 2, 3 and 4 show our results at redshift z = 0,
0.5 and 1, respectively. Each figure includes, in the upper panels, the total power spectrum as a function of
k. The middle panels present the ratio of the power spectrum in the quintessence cosmologies to the ΛCDM
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Figure 3: Same as Fig. 2 but at redshift z = 0.5.
case. Finally, in order to highlight the peculiar effect of a vanishing speed of sound on the nonlinear evolution
alone, the lower panels show the ratio of the ratios of the nonlinear to linear power spectrum of the clustering
to the smooth case, for a given value of the equation of state. In each figure, the left panels consider the cases
w = −1.1 (blue, long-dashed lines) and w = −0.9 (red, short-dashed lines) while the right panels show the
results for w = −1.2 (blue, dot-dashed lines) and w = −0.8 (red, dotted lines). The dotted vertical line indicates
the value of the wavenumber below which the TRG prediction is accurate at 1% level in the ΛCDM case. For
the three redshift considered such scale is given by k = 0.15hMpc−1, k = 0.18hMpc−1 and k = 0.34hMpc−1,
respectively. We determine these values by a direct comparison with numerical simulations, as detailed in
Appendix A.
We remark from the start that the corrections induced at the nonlinear level by both smooth and clustering
quintessence are of the order of the predictions accuracy for |w+1| ' 0.1 and only slightly larger for |w+1| ' 0.2.
However, it is reasonable to expect the validity of the theoretical predictions to be more extended when ratios
between nonlinear power spectra are considered, as it will be the case in the interpretation of our results. In this
respect, our results are providing, in the first place, a qualitative picture of the behavior of the nonlinear power
spectrum. We anticipate, nonetheless, that improved theoretical methods are possible and will be considered
in future works.
Let us focus on the comparison with the ΛCDM power spectrum, in the linear regime at redshift zero, shown
by the middle panels of Fig. 2. In the cs = 1 cases, shown by the thin curves, the different cosmic expansion
history for w < −1 with respect to w > −1 results in a lower or, respectively, larger growth of dark matter
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Figure 4: Same as Fig. 2 but at redshift z = 1.
perturbations. The corresponding nonlinear corrections follow the expectations as again, respectively, lower or
larger the nonlinear corrections in the ΛCDM case.
The behavior of the power spectrum of the total perturbations is strikingly different. In fact, the opposite
effect on the linear growth of clustering versus smooth quintessence corresponds to the results already shown in
Fig. 1, where D(z) is given as a function of redshift. The growth of the total perturbations at small redshift is
affected by appearance and growth of quintessence perturbations for w < −1, while the opposite effect is at place
for w > −1. However, taking as an example the w > −1 case, despite a larger linear growth factor, the nonlinear
corrections are significantly smaller with respect to ΛCDM. Looking at the lower panels, we notice that, relative
to the linear power spectrum, the nonlinear corrections are even smaller in the clustering quintessence case,
than in the smooth one. The additional corrections induced by the clustering of quintessence are of the order
of a few percents in the mildly nonlinear regime for |w + 1| ∼ 0.2 and they are roughly proportional to the
departure from w = −1.
The peculiar relation between the linear solution and nonlinear corrections can be explained qualitatively
taking into account the results for the second-order solution in standard PT for the total density contrast derived
by Sefusatti & Vernizzi (2011). It is possible to show that in the clustering quintessence case some of the terms
contributing to such corrections are proportional to the product of the total density growth factor D with the
matter growth factor, Dm, that is δ
(2)
~k
∼ DDm, while in the standard scenarios one typically has δ(2)~k ∼ D2.
This means that the nonlinear evolution of the total fluctuations is in a large part determined by the nonlinear
evolution of the matter density alone, leading to a suppression of the nonlinear evolution with respect to the
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Figure 5: Upper panels: ratio of the ratio between the nonlinear quintessence power spectrum to the ΛCDM power
spectrum predicted by halofit assuming the simple linear prediction, to the ratio of the same quantities computed in
the TRG approach at redshift z = 0 (left panel) and z = 1 (right panel). Lower panels: ratio of the ratios between the
nonlinear quintessence power spectrum for cs = 1 to the one for cs = 0 predicted by halofit to the ratio of the same
quantities computed in the TRG approach. Again, at redshift z = 0 (left panel) and z = 1 (right panel.
one expected from the value of the growth factor alone in standard scenarios.
At higher redshift, the effects of quintessence are clearly milder. In particular, at z = 0.5, Fig. 3, a vanishing
speed of sounds has the effect, for instance assuming w = −0.8, of increasing the growth factor by 10% with
respect to the cs = 1 case, and reducing the nonlinear correction by less than 1% at k ' 0.2hMpc−1. Again,
the interesting feature is given by the opposite effect on the linear and on the relative nonlinear growth. At
z = 1, Fig. 4, the relevant effect is on the linear growth alone since nonlinear corrections due to quintessence
clustering are essentially negligible.
Because of the peculiar relation between the linear growth factor in clustering quintessence cosmologies
and the corresponding nonlinear corrections, simple tools like the halofit fitting function (Smith et al., 2003)
cannot be directly used for the prediction of the nonlinear power spectrum of the total density perturbations.
Still, it is useful to compare such predictions with the Time-RG ones. In fact, halofit provides the expected
nonlinear evolution of the power spectrum based on the linear one and, specifically, on the combination of the
amplitude of the initial perturbations and their linear growth. To illustrate this point, in the upper panels of
Fig. 5 we show a comparison (i.e. the ratio) between, in turn, the ratio of the nonlinear power spectrum in
a quintessence cosmology and the ΛCDM nonlinear power spectrum computed using halofit and the same
quantity computed in the TRG approach. We consider, in particular, the results at redshift z = 0 (left panel)
and z = 1 (right panel). We notice for instance that, due to the larger value of the growth factor at redshift
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zero, corresponding to a larger value for σ8, in the clustering quintessence case, halofit over-predicts (under-
predicts) the nonlinear evolution by up to 5% at k ' 0.2hMpc−1 for w = −0.8 (w = −1.2). And a much larger
discrepancy can be expected at smaller scales. In general, while in the smooth quintessence case the errors are
relatively small (below 1%) on the scales of interest, in the clustering case they can be still of a few percents
for k ' 0.4 even at z = 1. It is reasonable to expect that a simple modification to the halofit prescription,
perhaps computing the one-halo contribution simply in terms of the matter linear power spectrum, can extend
its validity to the clustering models. We do not investigate this issue further in this work.
In standard scenarios it is reasonable to expect that to larger values for the linear power spectrum correspond
larger nonlinear corrections. As we have seen, such expectations can be disattended, to a certain extent, if
quintessence clusters. In the lower panels of Fig. 5 we show instead the ratio between, in turn, the ratio of
the nonlinear power spectrum in a quintessence cosmology with cs = 1 to the one for cs = 0 computed using
halofit and the same quantity computed in the TRG approach at redshift z = 0 (left panel) and z = 1 (right
panel). The difference between the two calculations can be taken to a first approximation as the difference
expected for the nonlinear corrections for the two values of the sound speed assuming the same linear power
spectrum. If indeed the observed density fluctuations result from two comoving fluid as those of the system
considered here, the difference in the nonlinear evolution can be as large as ten percent at z = 0 and still a few
percent at z = 1 for |w + 1| ' 0.2 and approximately proportional to w + 1.
Before concluding this section, it is interesting to quantify, within the limits of our approximations, the
effect that the additional nonlinear evolution induced by the quintessence perturbations has on the position
of the acoustic peaks in the total power spectrum. Typically, nonlinear corrections partially smooth out the
acoustic features present in the initial power spectrum and induce a shift in the position of the maximum of
the correlation function (see, for instance Crocce & Scoccimarro, 2008). We consider here simply the position
of the power spectrum maximum at about k ' 0.072hMpc−1 in the ratio of P (k) with respect to a wiggle-less
power spectrum in the Time-RG predictions for clustering and smooth quintessence. We find that, at redshift
zero, for w = −0.8 the position of the peak changes by a 0.5% in the clustering with respect to the smooth case,
in fact being closer to the linear theory value, due to the relatively smaller nonlinear growth. For w = −1.2,
the shift of the maximum between the smooth and clustering quintessence cases is of 0.6% with quintessence
perturbations increasing the overall shift with respect to linear theory. At redshift z = 0.5 the shift is much
smaller, below 0.1% for |w+ 1| ' 0.2. We remind the reader that these results are obtained assuming the same
initial power spectrum and the same value of Ωm,0 for all different models varying only the dark energy equation
of state parameter w, leading therefore to different values of the linear power spectrum amplitude at redshift
zero, i.e. different values of σ8.
5 Conclusions
We studied the nonlinear evolution of the total density power spectrum in cosmologies where the acceleration
of the Universe is due to a quintessence field with vanishing speed of sound. As noted in Sefusatti & Vernizzi
(2011), under this assumption, matter and quintessence perturbations are comoving and it is possible to define
total density perturbations as a weighted sum of the individual matter and quintessence overdensities. This
quantity is particularly relevant since it is directly related to cosmological observables such as cosmic shear or
the galaxy power spectrum, while there is no way of distinguishing dark matter from quintessence perturbations
as they both only interact gravitationally with baryonic matter.
We compute the nonlinear power spectrum of total matter and quintessence density in the Time-RG
approach introduced by Pietroni (2008). This method is particularly suitable to this problem since the ef-
fect of a clustering quintessence field results in a modification of the standard equations of gravitational in-
stability in terms of a single time-dependent factor in the continuity equation, (13), given by the function
C(z) = 1 + (1 + w)ΩQ(z)/Ωm(z). In the TRG framework, continuity and Euler equations are used to obtain
differential equations in time for the density correlators, making the extension to the total density including
quintessence with a vanishing speed of sound straightforward.
Assuming the same initial power spectrum, the difference in the linear growth of the total density fluctuations
between the clustering, cs = 0, and the smooth, cs = 1, quintessence case is significant at low redshift, being
up to 5% for |w+ 1| ' 0.1 at redshift zero. We have shown, however, that the difference between corresponding
nonlinear corrections, that is the ratio between nonlinear and linear power spectrum in each case, is relatively
small at mildly nonlinear scales, of the order of 1% at k = 0.15hMpc−1 and redshift zero. This fact is quite
interesting because the large difference in the linear regime typically corresponds to larger, by a factor of a
few, nonlinear corrections in standard cosmologies with clustering of dark matter alone. The matter component
plays a predominant role in the nonlinear evolution of the coupled system and nonlinear corrections to the total
power spectrum are in fact very close to those present for the smooth case. As shown by the middle panels of
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Figure 6: Ratio of the matter power spectrum measured in N-body simulations with a ΛCDM cosmology to the TRG
predictions at redshift z = 0 (left panel) and z = 1 (right panel). Also shown are the ratio to TRG of the linear theory
prediction (dotted curves), one-loop PT (dashed curves) and RPT (continuous curves). Shaded area denotes 1% accuracy.
Fig. 2, a quintessence cosmology with w > −1 and cs = 0, leads to a larger growth factor and therefore a larger
linear power spectrum with respect to a ΛCDM cosmology. At the same time, however, it presents a smaller
power spectrum then ΛCDM at nonlinear scales due to a suppressed nonlinear evolution (which is in fact very
close to the one obtained in the smooth quintessence case). For cs = 1, on the other hand, w > −1 leads to
a smaller linear growth and a correspondingly smaller nonlinear evolution, as usually expected. This peculiar
behavior of gravitational instabilities in the presence of dark energy perturbations might have some specific
observational consequences that will be the subject of forthcoming work.
During completion of this work, we became aware of a similar work in preparation, Anselmi et al. (2011),
whose contents are not known to us at the time of writing.
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A On the accuracy and validity of the Time-RG approach
The accuracy and validity of the TRG predictions for the power spectrum can, so far, only be tested in standard
scenarios as no simulations involving a scalar field with vanishing speed of sound are known to the authors at
time of writing. In this appendix we simply compare the predictions at redshift z = 0 and z = 1 for the ΛCDM
cosmology assumed in our results, with N-body simulations (Desjacques et al., 2009) as well as with predictions
in RPT (Crocce & Scoccimarro, 2006b)†.
Figure 6 shows the ratio of the matter power spectrum measured in N-body simulations with a ΛCDM
cosmology to the TRG predictions at redshift z = 0 (left panel) and z = 1 (right panel). Also shown are the
ratio to TRG of the linear theory prediction (dotted curves), one-loop PT (dashed curves) and RPT (continuous
curves). The shaded area denotes 1% accuracy. We find, in fact, that TRG provides, in this case, predictions
accurate to 1% or better for scales corresponding to k < 0.15hMpc−1, k < 0.19hMpc−1 and k < 0.38hMpc−1
respectively at z = 0, 0.5 and z = 1. These results are somehow at odds with the results of Carlson et al.
(2009) where lowest wavenumbers corresponding to a 1% accuracy are reported to be 0.04 and 0.09hMpc−1
respectively for z = 0 and 1. In addition, as shown in the figure, we find that the RPT approach, in this
†We thank Vincent Desjacques and Martin Crocce for providing us, respectively, with the power spectrum measure-
ments and the RPT predictions.
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case evaluated at the two-loop approximation, provides a prediction better than 1% up to 0.24hMpc−1 at
redshift zero and up to 0.32hMpc−1 at z = 1, in agreement with Crocce & Scoccimarro (2008). An extensive
investigation of the discrepancies between different tests of resummation methods in PT is clearly beyond the
scope of this work.
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